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Abstract: The cryptographic hash work and symmetric 
encryption make it hard to break Passwords. Secure secret word 
stockpiling is a crucial perspective in framework dependent on 
secret word verification, which is as yet the most broadly utilized 
confirmation system, notwithstanding its some security 
imperfections. So basically, this work is based on providing 
security to the systems. Right now, propose a secret word 
verification structure that is intended for secure secret word 
stockpiling and could be effectively coordinated into existing 
confirmation frameworks. In our system, first, the got plain 
secret key from a customer is worked out a cryptographic hash 
work. At that point; the hashed secret word is changed over into a 
negative secret word. At last, the negative secret word is encoded 
into an Encrypted Negative Password (ENP) utilizing a 
symmetric-key calculation, and multi-emphasis encryption could 
be utilized to additionally improve security. The cryptographic 
hash work and symmetric encryption make it hard to split 
passwords from ENPs.We are going to use message digest i.e 
MD5 and AES algorithm for this purpose. Besides, there are 
loads of comparing ENPs for a given plain secret key, which 
makes precomputation assaults infeasible. The calculation 
multifaceted nature investigations and examinations show that 
the ENP could oppose query table assault and give more 
grounded secret word insurance under lexicon assault. It merits 
referencing that the ENP doesn't present additional components 
other than this, the ENP could in any case oppose 
precomputation assaults. We are giving shading coding 
framework just as key logger idea secret key reason. This shading 
code framework is hard to break to third person. In key 
lumberjack the keypad of framework is mix, each time it will 
change the grouping of catches of 0-9 numbers,subsequent to 
logging the client one otp will send to client email just as the key 
squence of the keypad will send on client email. By utilizing this 
otp and key grouping client will login to framework and it will do 
the further exchange process. This framework will valuable in 
future for any financial framework or any verification reason 
will be utilized. 
Keywords: Authentication,framework, symmetric key lookup 
table attack, negative database, secure password storage. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In this framework, assaults are normally completed as 
follows.  
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In the first place, foes precompile a query table, where the 
keys are the hash estimations of components in a secret key 
rundown containing every now and again utilized 
passwords, and the records are the relating plain passwords 
in the secret key rundown. Next, they get a validation 
information table from low security frameworks. At that 
point, they scan for the plain passwords in the query table by 
coordinating hashed passwords in the verification 
information table and the keys in the query table. At last, the 
enemies sign into higher security frameworks through broke 
usernames and passwords, so they could take increasingly 
delicate data of clients and acquire some different 
advantages. A significant number of assaults are done along 
these lines, with the goal that foes could acquire passwords 
requiring little to no effort, which is beneficial to their 
objectives. One of the primary explanations behind the 
achievement of the above query table assault is that the 
comparing hashed secret word is resolved for a given plain 
secret key. Subsequently, the query table could be 
immediately developed, and the size of the query table could 
be adequately huge, which brings about a high achievement 
pace of splitting hashed passwords. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY   

[1] Passwords and the Evolution of Imperfect 
Authentication 
Hypothesis on passwords has falled behind training, where 
enormous suppliers use back-end smarts to make due with 
flawed innovation. Oversimplified models of client and 
aggressor practices have driven the exploration network to 
accentuate an inappropriate dangers. Validation is a 
grouping issue agreeable to AI, with numerous signs 
notwithstanding the secret key accessible to huge Web 
administrations. Passwords will proceed as a helpful sign for 
years to come, where the objective isn't invulnerable 
security yet lessening hurt at adequate expense. 
[2]Nowadays PC just as data security is the most huge test. 
Approved clients should get to the framework or data. 
Approval can't happen without confirmation. For this 
verification different procedures are accessible. Among 
them the most well known and simple is the secret word 
strategy. Secret key guarantees that PC or data can be gotten 
to by the individuals who have been allowed option to view 
or access them. Customary secret word strategy is a literary 
secret key which is additionally called alphanumeric secret 
word. In any case, these literary passwords are anything but 
difficult to break through different sorts of assault. So to 
beat these vulnerabilities, a graphical secret phrase strategy 
is presented.  
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As name proposes in this procedure (pictures) are utilized as 
a secret phrase rather than content. Additionally mental 
examination says that human can without much of a stretch 
recollect pictures than content. So as indicated by this 
reality, graphical passwords are anything but difficult to 
recollect and hard to figure.  
But since of realistic nature, almost all the graphical secret 
key strategies are helpless against shoulder riding assault. So 
here, another graphical secret key validation method is 
proposed which is impervious to bear surfing and 
furthermore different sorts of potential assaults somewhat. It 
is a blend of acknowledgment and review based 
methodology. It very well may be helpful for keen held 
gadgets like PDAs, PDA, iPod, iPhone and so forth. 
[3] A probabilistic secret phrase model allots a likelihood 
incentive to each string. Such models are valuable for 
examination into understanding what causes clients to pick 
more (or less) secure passwords, and for building secret key 
quality meters and secret key splitting utilities. Speculation 
number diagrams produced from secret key models are a 
generally utilized technique in secret word investigate. In 
this paper, we show that likelihood edge diagrams have 
significant points of interest over estimate number charts. 
They are a lot quicker to register, and simultaneously give 
data past what is achievable in surmise number diagrams. 
We likewise see that examination in secret key displaying 
can profit by the broad writing in factual language 
demonstrating. We direct an orderly assessment of an 
enormous number of probabilistic secret word models, 
including Markov models utilizing diverse standardization 
and smoothing strategies, and found that, in addition to other 
things, Markov models, when done effectively, perform 
fundamentally better than the Probabilistic Context-Free 
Grammar model proposed in Weir et al. [25], which has 
been utilized as the best in class secret word model in 
ongoing examination 
[4]Secret key organization strategies are the consequence of 
specialist co-ops getting progressively worried about the 
security of online records. These approaches limit the space 
of client made passwords to block handily speculated 
passwords and subsequently make passwords increasingly 
hard for aggressors to figure. Be that as it may, numerous 
clients battle to make and review their passwords under 
exacting secret phrase organization arrangements, for 
instance, ones that expect passwords to have at any rate 
eight characters with various character classes and a word 
reference check. Late research demonstrated that a 
promising option was to concentrate approach necessities on 
secret phrase length rather than on intricacy. In this work, 
we inspect 15 secret word arrangements, many 
concentrating on length prerequisites. In doing as such, we 
contribute the main exhaustive assessment of strategies 
requiring longer passwords. Our discoveries demonstrate 
that secret word quality and secret word convenience are not 
really conversely related: arrangements that lead to more 
grounded passwords don't generally diminish ease of use. 
We recognize strategies that are both more usable and more 
secure than usually utilized arrangements that underline 
multifaceted nature as opposed to length necessities. We 
additionally give handy suggestions to specialist co-ops who 
need their clients to have solid yet usable passwords. 

[5]Hashing calculations are normally used to change over 
passwords into hashes which hypothetically can't be 
deciphered. This paper examinations the security dangers of 
the hashing calculation MD5 in secret key stockpiling and 
talks about various arrangements, for example, salts and 
iterative hashing. We propose another way to deal with 
utilizing MD5 in secret phrase stockpiling by utilizing outer 
data, a determined salt and an arbitrary key to scramble the 
secret phrase before the MD5 computation. We recommend 
utilizing key extending to make the hash count increasingly 
slow XOR figure to make the last hash esteem difficult to 
track down in any standard rainbow table.                                                            

III. SOFTWARE REQUIREMENT 
SPECIFICATION 

A] User Classes and Characteristics: 

To structure items that fulfill their objective clients, a more 
profound comprehension is required of their client qualities 
and item properties being developed identified with sudden 
issues that the client's faces sometimes while building up a 
task. The investigation will prompt a collaboration model 
that gives a diagram of the association between client 
characters and the classes. It finds both positive and 
negative examples in content reports as more elevated level 
highlights and conveys them over low-level highlights 
(terms). In proposed work is intended to actualize above 
programming necessity. To actualize this structure following 
programming necessities and equipment prerequisites are 
utilized. 
B] Software Requirements 

 Operating System  - Windows XP/7 

 Programming Language - Java/J2EE 

 Software version  - JDK 1.7  

    or above 

 Tools   - Eclipse  

 Front end    - JSP 

 Database              -          Mysql 

 

C] Hardware Requirements: 

 Processorr   - Pentium   

    IV/Intel I3 core 

 Speed    - 1.1 GHz  

 Ram    - 512 MB  

    (min) 

 Hard Disk   - 20GB 

 Keyboard   - Standard  

             Keyboard 

 Mouse               - Two or                     

Three button mouse 
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 Monitor   -          LED Monitor 

 

IV. COMPARISON BETWEEN EXISTING 
SYSTEM AND PROPOSED SYSTEM 

Sr 

.No 

Existing System Proposed System 

1 Security weakness Security level 

increases 

2 The easiness of 

obtaining passwords 

by observers in 

public.  

 

No one can obtain 

password because 

multilayer Security 

3 Energy consumption 

is high 

Decrease energy 

consumption 

 

4 Not compatible to all 

devices 

Compatible to any 

applicationor 

security system 

5 Algorithm-

Advanced 

Encryption 

Standard- 

It will encrypt only 

one time 

Algorithm- 

Advanced 

Encryption 

Standard 

Message Digest 

Algorithm 

The combination 

both it will encrypt 

as per user 

preference. 

Secure password storage is a crucial aspect in this type of 
system where systems are based on password security and 
also the authentication. Even though it has imperfections it 
is a widely used authentication technique. For secure 
password storage and sceurity, password authentication 
technique is proposed.In proposed framework, defeat this 
issue Secure secret key stockpiling is a fundamental 
viewpoint in frameworks dependent on secret key 
validation, which is as yet the most broadly utilized 
confirmation strategy, in spite of its some security 
imperfections. We propose a secret key verification 
structure that is intended for secure secret word stockpiling 
and could be effectively coordinated into existing validation 
frameworks. In our system, first, the got plain secret word 
from a client or customer is worked out a cryptographic 
hash work. At that point, the hashed secret word is changed 
over into a negative secret phrase. At last, the negative 
secret key is encoded into an Encrypted Negative Password 

i.e ENP which uses a symmetric-key calculation and 
multiple encryption which is being used to improve security 
further. By using cryptographic function that hashes the 
plain format of password and symmetric encryption we will 
try to  make the system more secure and efficient. 

V. ALGORITHM FOR RELEVANT FEATURE 
DISCOVERY 

 Message Digest Algorithm: 

First we check user is registered or not .If user is registered 
then it will allows to login.Users entered their email and 
iteration and try to login to system. System will check users 
password digest value and apply the iteration to user 
password and check both the values (i.e user entered value 
and server stored value).If both are matched then user will 
login successfully. 

VI. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 

Figure 1: System Architechture 

Above diagram shows the general design of the proposed 
framework. We propose a secret word confirmation 
structure that is intended for secure secret word stockpiling 
and could be effectively and efficiently used into existing 
verification frameworks. This is how we strategically do the 
process: first, we take as input the input or the normal secret 
phrase from a client or customer which is then turned into or 
hashed using a cryptographic hash work. At that point, the 
hashed secret key is changed over into a negative secret key. 
And then, the negative secret key is turned into an 
Encrypted Negative Password or we can say ENP by using a 
symmetric-key calculation and multiple times encryption 
could be used to additionally improve the security of the 
system. 
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VII. MATHEMATICAL MODULE 

A] Mapping Diagram 

 

 
Where, 

 U= User Registered application. 

 SC = Set fevorite color. 

 OTP=Otp send on user email. 

 P= Pattern of Keypad 

B] Set Theory 

Let W denote our entire system ,which consists of: 

W= {IP, PRO, OP} 

Where, 

IP is the input of the system. 

A) IP= {P, S,U} 

1. P is the admin in the system. 

2. S is the server in the system. 

3. U is the User. 

B) PRO is the procedure of our proposed system: 

We  will get the input or the plain text password from the 
user first. This input is then hashed by the cryptographic 
function further. We use MD5 algorithm for the purpose. 

 Now, the hashed password is converted or turned 
into a negative password. Further, the negative 
password is encrypted and encoded into an 
Encrypted Negative Password . This is done using 
AES (Advanced Encryption standards) algorithm 
and multi-iteration encryption technique is also 
used over here. 

 In order to make it difficult to hack or crack the 
password, we have used techniques like 
cryptographic hash function and symmetric 
encryption. The former one uses message digest i.e 
MD5 algorithm and the latter one uses advanced 
encrytion standard meaning AES algorithm. 

C)OP denotes the output of the 

system:  

The system provides some passwords 

available on the server database in 

encryption format. 

  = Failures and Success conditions. 

Failures: 

1. Large amount of data or information might be more 

time consuming sometimes. 

2. There are chances of failure of hardware. 

3. Software failure might be possible. 

 

Success: 

1. User can give more security than the normal 

password system. 

2. Faster results are provided to the user based on the 

requirements. 

Space Complexity:  

The space complexity depends on visualization of 

passwords. More the storage of data more is the space 

complexity, like a direct relationship. 

Time Complexity: 

Check that the no. of patterns available in the datasets is  

“n”. 

If (n>1) then retrieving of data can be time consuming. So 
the time complexity of this algorithm is O    . 

VIII. EXPERIMENTAL  SET UP AND RESULT 
TABLE 

Result Table: 

Sr. No Enter Password Time in milliseconds 

1 1 300 

2 2 190 

3 3 120 

4 4 250 

5 5 800 

6 6 60 

 

Table 1: Enter password execution time 

Result Graph: 
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Figure 2: Search query execution time 

 
Above Figure 2 shows the time required for execution of 
each query. In above graph X-axis represents search query 
Id and Y-axis is denoting the time taken by the system in 
milliseconds. The above graph shows that our system works 
more effectively and efficiently by the numbers on the 
graph. It indicates that this system works better. 

IX. CONCLUSION: 

We have proposed a password protection  system which is 
based on encrypted negative password. It can be used in a 
system which use login for their applications. Along with 
password protection, multi-iteration technique is also used 
for providing more security to the system. Vrious algorithms 
were compared and then algorithms MD5 and AES are used 
to make the system more secure and efficient.The 
computations of different techniques such as key stretching 
and hashed password was analyzed. 
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